Effects of dopamine depletion on the spontaneous activity of type I striatal neurons: relation to local dopamine concentration and motor behavior.
The relation between the electrophysiological activity of Type I striatal neurons, local dopamine (DA) concentration, and motor behavior in rats was investigated using intraventricular administration of the neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine (6-HDA) and extracellular single-unit recording. Results are compared with findings of past experiments in which the activity of Type II striatal neurons was examined after comparable 6-HDA-induced lesions. Several differences between the present observations and the earlier results were found. First, although large depletions (greater than 50%) of DA local to the site of the recording were required before the spontaneous firing rate of either cell type was increased, the levels necessary for this effect were found to be less for Type I cells than for Type II neurons. Second, although DA depletions of greater than 50% always were associated with increased Type I cell activity, depletions of greater than 95% resulted in spontaneous firing rates that were lower than those observed after depletions of approximately 90%. Thus, the relation between extent of dopaminergic depletion and Type I cell firing rate was biphasic, whereas that relation previously was found to be monophasic for Type II neurons. Finally, whereas increased Type I cell activity in the lateral striatum was associated with the aphagia, adipsia, and akinesia induced by large DA-depleting brain lesions, increased Type II cell activity in the medial striatum was found to be associated with these impairments. Because accumulating evidence suggests that the functioning of the lateral striatum is more critical for these behaviors, however, it is proposed that the substrate of the behavioral dysfunctions resulting from DA depletion is the Type I cell population in lateral striatum.